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Abstract:We introduce an anti-symmetric metric into a 3-algebra and call it a symplectic
3-algebra. The N = 6, Sp(2N) × U(1) superconformal Chern-Simons-matter theory with
SU(4) R-symmetry in three dimensions is constructed by specifying the 3-brackets in a
symplectic 3-algebra. We also demonstrate that the N = 6, U(M) × U(N) theory can be
recast into this symplectic 3-algebraic framework.
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1. Introduction
Recently the construction of superconformal Chern-Simons-matter (CSM) theories in three
dimensions [1, 2] has attracted a lot of attention in string/M theory community, because
they are natural candidates for the dual gauge description of M2 branes in M theory. It was
already realized about twenty years ago [3], that generically Chern-Simons gauge theories
in three dimensions are conformally invariant, both for pure gauge theories and for theories
coupled to (massless) matter fields, even at the quantum level: in spite of a quantum shift
at one loop order [4], the Chern-Simons gauge coupling does not run at all, because its
β function vanishes, as shown both by an explicit two-loop calculations for theories with
matter [5] and by a formal proof up to all orders in perturbation theory for pure gauge
theories [6]. In order to construct the dual gauge description of M2-branes, the relevant
issue [1] is then how to incorporate extended supersymmetries into CSM theories, since
extended supersymmetry plays a crucial role in M-theory as it does in superstring theory.
Based on the totally anti-symmetric Nambu 3-brackets [7, 8], the maximally (i.e.
N = 8) supersymmetric Chern-Simons-matter theory in D = 3 with SO(4) gauge group
and SO(8) R-symmetry, was constructed independently by Bagger, Lambert [9], and Gus-
tavsson [10]. This theory, known as the BLG theory, is the dual gauge description of two
M2 branes [11, 12]. It was also shown that the Nambu 3-algebra with a symmetric and
positive define metric is unique [13, 14]: it generates an SO(4) gauge symmetry. To gen-
erate arbitrary gauge group, the Nambu 3-algebras with a Lorentzian metric (Lorentzian
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3-algebra) are introduced [15]. However, the BLG theory constructed from the Lorentzian
3-algebras turns out to be an N = 8 super Yang-Mills theory [16, 17], which is not a
supersymmetric Chern-Simons-matter theory.
Soon the BLG theory was generalized to the cases of reduced supersymmetries by
Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Maldacena (ABJM) [18]. They have been able to construct,
without consulting to the 3-algebra approach, an N = 6 superconformal CSM theory
with gauge group U(N) × U(N), SU(4) R-symmetry and U(1) global symmetry. They
also argued that at level k, the theory describes the low energy limit of N M2-branes
probing a C4/Zk singularity. At large-N limit, it becomes the dual theory of M theory
on AdS4 × S
7/Zk [18]. Some further analysis of the ABJM theory can be found in Ref.
[19, 20]. The superconformal gauge theories in D = 3 with more or less supersymmetries
can be obtained by taking a conformal limit of D = 3 gauged supergravity theories [21, 22].
By generalizing Gaiotto and Witten’s construction [23] of N = 4 CSM theories, not only
was the ABJM theory re-derived (as a special case of U(M) × U(N) CSM theories), but
also two new theories, N = 5, Sp(2M) ×O(N) and N = 6, Sp(2M) ×O(2) CSM theories,
were constructed in Ref. [24, 25]. Their M theory and string theory dualities were studied
in Ref. [26].
Bagger and Lambert [27] have constructed the N = 6, U(M) × U(N) theory in a
modified 3-algebra approach, in which the structure constants are no longer required to be
totally antisymmetric. By specifying the 3-brackets and taking a hermitian, gauge invariant
metric on the 3-algebra, they are able to reproduce the U(M) × U(N) theory hence the
ABJM theory. However, it remains unclear whether another important class of N = 6
CSM theories, namely the ones with gauge group Sp(2M) × O(2), can be constructed
in the 3-algebra approach or not. In this paper we will propose to solve this problem
by introducing an anti-symmetric metric into a 3-algebra, which we call a symplectic 3-
algebra. Then we will first present a construction of N = 6 superconformal CMS theories
with SU(4) R-symmetry by utilizing the symplectic 3-algebras, and then to re-derive the
N = 6, Sp(2N) × U(1) superconformal CSM theories by specifying the 3-bracket. We will
also demonstrate that the N = 6, U(M)×U(N) theory can be recast into this symplectic
3-algebraic framework.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the notion of symplec-
tic three-algebra. In section 3.1, we study the supersymmetry transformations of physical
fields valued in a symplectic 3-algebra, and construct the Lagrangian of the superconformal
Chern-Simons-matter theories. In section 3.2, we derive the N = 6, Sp(2N)×U(1) super-
conformal CMS theory from our Lagrangian by specifying the 3-brackets of the symplectic
3-algebra. In section 4, we recast the N = 6, U(M) × U(N) theory into our framework.
In section 5, we present conclusions and discussions. Our convention and useful identities
are given in appendix A.
2. The Symplectic Three-Algebra
In this section, we will introduce the notion of the symplectic 3-algebra. Following [27], we
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assume that the 3-algebra is a complex vector space, equipped with the 3-brackets
[T I , T J ;TK ] = f IJKLT
L, (2.1)
where T I are a set of generators. (I = 1, 2, · · · ,M ). Notice that our 3-brackets are not
exactly the same as that of Ref. [27]. First, the third generator in the 3-brackets is not
a complex conjugate one; secondly, we do not assume that the first two indices of the
structure constants are necessarily anti-symmetric.
Further we assume the structure constants satisfy the fundamental identity (FI)
f IJKOf
OLM
N − f
ILM
Of
OJK
N + f
LJK
Of
IOM
N + f
MJK
Of
ILO
N = 0. (2.2)
In this way, the 3-algebra can be viewed as a generalization of the ordinary (Lie) 2-algebra,
with the FI playing the role of the Jacobi identities. Note that our FI is also not the same
as that of BL [27]. However, later we will see, one can ‘map’ the structure constants and
the FI satisfied by the structure constants in Ref. [27] into ours (see section 4).
Since our goal is to construct a theory with gauge group Sp(2N)× U(1), it is natural
to introduce an antisymmetric metric ωIJ and its inverse ωIJ into the 3-algebra to raise or
lower the indices:
f IJKL ≡ ωLMf IJKM , f
IJ
KL ≡ ωKMf
IJM
L, (2.3)
where ωIJ = −ωIJ and ωIJω
JK = δI
K . The antisymmetric metric ωIJ will enter the
theories via (2.3). We note that the existence of the inverse of ωIJ implies that det(ωIJ) 6= 0,
which in turn requires the complex dimension M of the 3-algebra be even M = 2L.
Following BL [27], we define the global transformation of a 3-algebra valued field XI
as
δΛ˜XI = −Λ
K
Lf
JL
KIXJ ≡ −Λ˜
J
IXJ , (2.4)
where the parameter ΛKL is a 3-algebra tensor, independent of spacetime coordinate. The
anti-symmetric metric must be invariant under such a global transformation:
δΛ˜ωIJ = −Λ˜
K
IωKJ − Λ˜
K
JωIK
= −ΛLM (f
KM
LIωKJ + f
KM
LJωIK) (2.5)
= 0.
From point of view of ordinary Lie group, the infinitesimal matrices −Λ˜KI must form the
Lie algebra Sp(2L,C). Parts of the global symmetry (2.4) will be gauged in section 3.1 and
4. Eq. (2.5) imposes a strong constraint on f IJKL. The FI (2.2) implies that the structure
constants are also invariant under the global transformation [27]:
δΛ˜f
IJ
KL = 0 (2.6)
We call the 3-algebra defined by the antisymmetric metric and the above Eqs. (2.1)-
(2.3) a symplectic 3-algebra.
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Moreover, since the 3-algebra is a complex vector space, the reality conditions and
positivity are important in introducing gauge fields, matter fields and constructing invariant
Lagrangians. Following BL [27], we define the gauge fields as
A˜µ
I
L ≡ Aµ
K
Jf
IJ
KL, (2.7)
where Aµ
K
J is a 3-algebra tensor (µ = 0, 1, 2), satisfying the anti-hermitian condition
Aµ
∗K
J = −Aµ
J
K . (2.8)
To ensure the anti-hermiticity of the gauge field, i.e., A˜µ
∗I
L = −A˜µ
L
I , the structure
constants f IJKL are required to satisfy the reality condition
f∗IJKL = f
LK
JI . (2.9)
In accordance with (2.8), we also require that the parameter in (2.4) satisfies the
anti-hermitian condition Λ∗KJ = −Λ
J
K . On the other hand, it obeys the natural reality
condition Λ∗KJ = −ωKIω
JLΛIL, since it carries two symplectic 3-algebra indices. These
two equations imply that ΛKJ = ΛJK . Re-examining the global transformation (2.4), we
are led to require that the structure constants are symmetric in the middle two indices
fIJKL = fIKLJ . (2.10)
The reality conditions for the matter fields are a bit more complicated, since they
involve additional indices associated with the R-symmetry, which will be discussed in next
section. As for the positivity of invariant Lagrangians, the following hermitian bilinear
form in the 3-algebra (as a complex vector space) is naturally positive-definite:
h(X,Y ) = X∗I YI , (2.11)
where ∗ is the complex conjugation. Using it to construct the Lagrangians in our model will
guarantee their positivity. But are they invariant under the transformations that preserve
the anti-symmetric metric? Generally this is not true. But fortunately it is known that
Sp(2L,C) and U(2L) have a non-empty intersection Sp(2L), which can be selected by
imposing certain reality conditions on the fields. In fact, eqn. (2.4) and reality condition
(2.9) dictate the transformation property of X∗I ≡ X¯
I to be δΛ˜X¯
I = Λ˜IJX¯
J :
δΛ˜X
∗
I = −Λ
∗K
Lf
∗JL
KIX
∗
J
= −(−ΛLK)f
IK
LJX
∗
J
= Λ˜IJX
∗
J . (2.12)
The bilinear form (2.11) is therefore compatible with the antisymmetric metric ωIJ , in the
sense that with the reality conditions respected, the complex conjugate X∗I transforms in
the same way as a vector ωIJXJ . Essentially this means that while the reality conditions
are respected, it makes sense to denote X∗I as X¯
I , and rewrite eq. (2.11) in a manifestly
invariant form: h(X,Y ) = X¯IYI . Therefore the terms in the action constructed in terms
of the hermitian bilinear form will be Sp(2L) invariant.
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3. N = 6, Sp(2N)× U(1) CSM Theory from Symplectic 3-Algebra
3.1 Closure of the Super-algebra
In this subsection, we generalize the method of BL’s 3-algebra construction of N = 6 CSM
theories [27]. The formalism and computations are similar to theirs except for necessary
changes arising from the fact that we introduce an antisymmetric metric ωIJ into the
3-algebra and hence the theories.
We first postulate that scalar and fermion fields are symplectic 3-algebra valued, car-
rying a vector index, while the gauge fields are defined by (2.7).
To generate a direct product of gauge group, such as Sp(2N) × U(1), we split up an
3-algebra index into a pair of indices I → a±, where the index I runs from 1 to 4N, while
the index a from 1 to 2N. The index a is an Sp(2N) index. And + or − is a U(1) = SO(2)
index.
We then assume the theory has an SU(4) R-symmetry and a U(1) global symmetry.
Combining the SU(4) R-symmetry and U(1) global symmetry, the complex scalar fields can
be written as ZAc+ (A = 1, 2, 3, 4), and their corresponding complex conjugates Z¯
c+
A ≡ Z
∗A
c+ ,
where A is the R-symmetry index. (The U(1) index + will be suppressed later.) We will
follow a convention similar to that of Bagger and Lambert [27]: a superscriptA indicates the
fundamental representation 4 of SU(4); a subscript A indicates the 4¯ of SU(4). Similarly,
we label the fermionic fields by ψAc+ and ψ
Ac+. We also assign a unit global U(1) charge
to ZAc+ and ψAc+. The definition of the matter fields suggests that the parameter Λ
K
J (see
(2.4)) takes the form
ΛKJ = Λ
c+
b+. (3.1)
We will see that (3.1) is reasonable when we examine the closure of the super-algebra.
(Actually, if we restore the U(1) index + in Eq. (3.19), i.e. replace b and c by b+ and
c+, respectively, the parameter Λ will exactly have the above form.) Similarly, the 3-
algebra tensor Aµ
K
J takes the form Aµ
c+
b+. So the gauge fields are given by A˜µ
a+
d+ =
Aµ
c+
b+f
a+b+
c+d+.
We denote the antisymmetric metric ωIJ as
ωa+,b− ≡ ωabh+−, (3.2)
where ωab is an antisymmetric bilinear form, and h+− = h−+ = 1. The other components
of the antisymmetric metric ωIJ vanish due to the fact that h++ = h−− = 0.
The hermitian bilinear form (2.11) becomes
h(X,Y ) = X¯a+Ya+. (3.3)
Because of the index structure of Λc+b+, the two types of gauge parameters can be
written as Λ˜a+d+ = Λ
c+
b+f
a+b+
c+d+ and Λ˜
a−
d− = Λ
c+
b+f
a−b+
c+d−. At first it seems
that we need both fa+b+c+d+ and f
a−b+
c+d− to construct a gauge theory. But the gauge
invariance condition of ω (2.5) implies that
fa−b−c+d+ = fd+b−c+a−, (3.4)
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so fa+b+c+d+ alone will be sufficient to construct a gauge theory. As a result, we only need
to consider the FI satisfied by fa+b+c+d+, or the gauge invariance condition
δΛ˜f
a+b+
c+d+ = 0 (3.5)
in (2.6).
Eq. (2.10) can be written as
fa−b−c+d+ = fa−c+b−d+. (3.6)
The reality condition (2.9) becomes
f∗a+b+c+d+ = f
d+c+
b+c+. (3.7)
To close the N = 6 super-algebra, we need to impose an additional constraint condition
on the structure constants. Specifically, we will require the first two indices of the structure
constants are anti-symmetric if they have the same gauge transformation property, or if
they are on equal footing, i.e.
fa−b−c+d+ = −fb−a−c+d+. (3.8)
However, the first two pairs of fd+b−c+a− (see (3.4)) are not necessarily anti-symmetric,
since d+ and b− do not have the same gauge transformation property.
We now suppress the SO(2) indices for the sake of brevity. We write the structure
constants fa+b+c+d+ as f
ab
cd. Similarly, we write the scalar, fermion, gauge fields and
the gauge parameter as ZAc , ψ
Ac, A˜µ
a
d = Aµ
c
bf
ab
cd and Λ
c
b, respectively. The hermitian
bilinear form (3.3) can be written as X¯aYa. Using the anti-symmetric metric (3.2) to raise
a− and b− in Eq. (3.8), then Eq. (3.8) becomes
fabcd = −f
ba
cd. (3.9)
Now the reality condition (3.7) takes the following form:
f∗abcd = f
dc
ba = f
cd
ab. (3.10)
And we write (3.5) as δΛ˜f
ab
cd = 0, which is equivalent to
fabcdf
de
gf + f
ba
fdf
de
gc − f
ae
gdf
db
cf − f
be
gdf
da
fc = 0. (3.11)
Later we will use this form of the FI’s in proving the closure of the supersymmetry algebras.
The FI (3.11) may also be written in some other forms; for example,
fabcdf
de
fg − f
ae
fdf
db
cg + f
eb
cdf
da
gf − f
ea
gdf
db
cf = 0. (3.12)
For N = 6 SUSY, the supersymmetry parameters are in the fundamental representa-
tion of SO(6): ǫI , I = 1, ..., 6. Since SO(6) ∼= SU(4), we can relabel these generators by
two SU(4) indices: ǫAB = −ǫBA. Namely, they transform as the 6 of SU(4). The reality
condition ǫ∗AB = ǫ
AB = 12ε
ABCDǫCD implies that they do not carry a global U(1) charge.
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To achieve conformal invariance, we assume that the local field theory is scale invariant.
Under this assumption, we then propose the following manifest SU(4) R-symmetry, N = 6
SUSY transformations 1:
δZAd = iǫ¯
ABψBd
δZ¯dA = iǫ¯ABψ
Bd
δψBd = γ
µDµZ
A
d ǫAB + f
ab
cdZ
C
a Z
A
b Z¯
c
CǫAB + f
ab
cdZ
C
a Z
D
b Z¯
c
BǫCD
δψBd = γµDµZ¯
d
Aǫ
AB + f cdabZ¯
a
CZ¯
b
AZ
C
c ǫ
AB + f cdabZ¯
a
C Z¯
b
DZ
B
c ǫ
CD (3.13)
δA˜µ
c
d = −iǫ¯ABγµZ
A
a ψ
Bbf cabd + iǫ¯
ABγµZ¯
a
AψBbf
cb
ad.
The covariant derivatives are defined as
DµZ
A
d = ∂µZ
A
d − A˜µ
c
dZ
A
c (3.14)
DµZ¯
d
A = ∂µZ¯
d
A + A˜µ
d
cZ¯
c
A, (3.15)
and similar expressions for the fermionic fields.
We require the on-shell closure of the supersymmetry algebra. Namely, after imposing
equations of motion, the commutator of two supersymmetry transformations must be equal
to a translation plus a gauge term.
The commutator of two supersymmetry transformations acting on the scalar fields
reads
[δ1, δ2]Z
A
d = v
µ∂µZ
A
d + (Λ˜
a
d − v
µA˜µ
a
d)Z
A
a , (3.16)
where
vµ =
i
2
ǫ¯CD2 γ
µǫ1CD, (3.17)
Λ˜ad = Λ
c
bf
ab
cd (3.18)
Λcb = i(ǫ¯
DE
2 ǫ1CE − ǫ¯
DE
1 ǫ2CE)Z¯
c
DZ
C
b (3.19)
The first term of eq. (3.16) is a translation, and the second represents a gauge transfor-
mation, as expected. In deriving (3.16), we have used Eq. (3.9): fabcd = −f
ba
cd.
For the gauge field, using the FI (3.11) and some identities in the Appendix, we obtain
[δ1, δ2]A˜µ
c
d = v
ν∂νA˜µ
c
d +Dµ(Λ˜
c
d − v
νA˜ν
c
d) (3.20)
+vν
[
F˜µν
c
d + εµνλ
(
DλZAa Z¯
b
A − Z
A
a D
λZ¯bA − iψ¯
AbγλψAa
)
facbd
]
.
where F˜µν
c
d = ∂µA˜ν
c
d − ∂νA˜µ
c
d + [A˜µ, A˜ν ]
c
d is the field strength. We recognize the first
term as a translation, and the second a gauge transformation. To achieve the closure, we
need to impose the following equation of motion for the gauge field:
F˜µν
c
d = −εµνλ
(
DλZAa Z¯
b
A − Z
A
a D
λZ¯bA − iψ¯
AbγλψAa
)
facbd. (3.21)
1Our fabcd are actually f
a+b+
c+d+ = ωc+,e−f
a+b+e−
d+. If one replaces our f
ab
cd with BL’s f
abc¯
d ,
many equations in this section take the same forms as those of BL’s [27].
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As BL discovered [27], the FI implies Dµf
ca
bd = 0, if one writes A˜µ
c
d = Aµ
b
af
ca
bd in the
expression of the covariant derivative. We have used this important equation to derive the
second term in eq. (3.20): f cabdDµΛ
b
a = DµΛ˜
c
d.
The commutator of two supersymmetry transformations acting on the fermionic fields
reads
[δ1, δ2]ψDd = v
µ∂µψDd + (Λ˜
a
d − v
µA˜µ
a
d)ψDa
−
i
2
(ǫ¯AC1 ǫ2AD − ǫ¯
AC
2 ǫ1AD)ECd
+
i
4
(ǫ¯AB1 γνǫ2AB)γ
νEDd, (3.22)
where
ECd = γ
µDµψCd + f
ab
cd
(
ψCaZ
D
b Z¯
c
D − 2ψDaZ
D
b Z¯
c
C − εCDEFψ
DcZEa Z
F
b
)
. (3.23)
Again, the first two term are a translation and a gauge transformation, respectively. To
achieve the closure of the supersymmetry algebra, we have to impose the following equations
of motion for the fermionic fields:
0 = ECd = γ
µDµψCd + f
ab
cd
(
ψCaZ
D
b Z¯
c
D − 2ψDaZ
D
b Z¯
c
C − εCDEFψ
DcZEa Z
F
b
)
. (3.24)
To derive the equations of motion of the scalar fields, we take the super-variation of
the equations of motion of the fermionic fields: δECd = 0. Two equations are obtained:
One is
0 = DµD
µZBc − if
ab
cd
(
ψ¯AdψAaZ
B
b − 2ψ¯
BdψAaZ
A
b − ε
ABCDψ¯AaψCbZ¯
d
D
)
(3.25)
+
1
3
(
faefdf
bd
cg − 2f
ab
cdf
ed
fg − 2f
db
gcf
ae
fd + 2f
ab
fdf
ed
cg − 4f
eb
fdf
ad
cg
)
ZBe Z¯
f
AZ
A
a Z¯
g
DZ
D
b .
The other equation is equivalent to the equation of motion of the gauge field (3.21).
The equations of motions of the gauge, fermion and scalar fields, Eqs. (3.21), (3.24)
and (3.25) respectively, can be derived from the following Lagrangian:
L = −DµZ¯
a
AD
µZAa − iψ¯
AaγµDµψAa − V − LCS
−ifabcdψ¯
AdψAaZ
B
b Z¯
c
B + 2if
ab
cdψ¯
AdψBaZ
B
b Z¯
c
A (3.26)
−
i
2
εABCDf
ab
cdψ¯
AcψBdZCa Z
D
b −
i
2
εABCDf cdabψ¯AcψBdZ¯
a
CZ¯
b
D.
Here the scalar potential V is
V =
2
3
(
fabcdf
ed
fg −
1
2
f ebcdf
ad
fg
)
Z¯cAZ
A
e Z¯
f
BZ
B
a Z¯
g
DZ
D
b . (3.27)
It can be recast into the following form [27]:
V =
2
3
ΥCDBd Υ¯
Bd
CD, (3.28)
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where
ΥCDBd = f
ab
cd
(
ZCa Z
D
b Z¯
c
B −
1
2
δCBZ
E
a Z
D
b Z¯
c
E +
1
2
δDBZ
E
a Z
C
b Z¯
c
E
)
, (3.29)
and the quantity Υ¯BdCD is the complex conjugate of Υ
CD
Bd :
Υ¯BdCD = Υ
∗CD
Bd
= f cdab
(
Z¯aC Z¯
b
DZ
B
c −
1
2
δBC Z¯
a
EZ¯
b
DZ
E
c +
1
2
δBDZ¯
a
EZ¯
b
CZ
E
c
)
, (3.30)
where the reality condition of the structure constants f∗abcd = f
cd
ab has been used.
The Chern-Simons term in the Lagrangian is
LCS =
1
2
εµνλ(fabcdAµ
c
b∂νAλ
d
a +
2
3
facdgf
ge
fbAµ
b
aAν
d
cAλ
f
e). (3.31)
Notice that we have used the (positive definite) hermitian bilinear form (2.11) to
construct the Lagrangian of the matter fields. This bilinear form is invariant under our
gauge transformations which preserve the symplectic metric. Therefore our Lagrangian is
gauge invariant. To derive the equations of motion of the scalar from the Lagrangian, one
needs to use the FI (3.11). The equations of motion derived from the Lagrangian (3.26)
are invariant under the 12 super-symmetries, and reproduce those we have imposed before
for on-shell closure of the super-symmetries.
3.2 N = 6, Sp(2N) × U(1) CSM Theory
We first specify the structure constants as
fa−,b−,c+,d+ = −k[(ωabωcd + ωacωbd)h−+h−+ + (ωadǫ−+)(ωbcǫ−+)]. (3.32)
where h+− = h−+ = 1 and ǫ+− = −ǫ−+ = ih+−. The structure constants have the
symmetry property (3.4), (3.6) and (3.8), obey the reality condition (3.7), and satisfy
the FI or (3.5). We observe that fd+,b−,c+,a− 6= fb−,d+,c+,a− = 0. However, this is not
inconsistent with eq. (3.8), since d+ and b− do not have the same gauge transformation
property. Using ωa+,b− to raise the first two pairs of indices of the structure constants, we
get
fa+b+c+d+ = k[(ω
abωcd − δ
a
cδ
b
d)δ
+
+δ
+
+ − (δ
a
d)(−iδ
+
+)(δ
b
c)(−iδ
+
+)], (3.33)
where we have used ǫ−+ = −ih−+. Suppressing the SO(2) indices gives
fabcd = k(ω
abωcd − δ
a
cδ
b
d + δ
a
dδ
b
c). (3.34)
We notice that (3.34) takes the same form as the components of an embedding tensor in
Ref. [22]. This is not just an accident, and we will investigate their connection further in
a coming paper.
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Substituting eq. (3.34) into eq. (3.26), and replacing Aµ
b
a in the Lagrangian by
1
k
Aµ
b
a,
we obtain the following Lagrangian:
L = −DµZ¯
a
AD
µZAa − iψ¯
AaγµDµψAa − V − LCS
+ik
(
Z¯bBψ¯Abψ
AaZBa − Z¯
b
BZ
B
b ψ¯
AaψAa − Z¯
c
Bωcdψ¯
AdψAaω
abZBb
)
(3.35)
−2ik
(
Z¯bBψ¯Abψ
BaZAa − Z¯
b
BZ
A
b ψ¯
BaψAa − Z¯
c
Bωcdψ¯
BdψAaω
abZAb
)
−ikεABCD
(
Z¯aAψ¯BaZ¯
b
CψDb −
1
2
Z¯cAωcdZ¯
d
Cψ¯Baω
abψDb
)
−ikεABCD
(
ψ¯BaZAa ψ
DbZCb −
1
2
ZAa ω
abZCb ψ¯
Bcωcdψ
Dd
)
.
Here the potential is
− V = −3k2ZBa ω
abZDb Z¯
e
DZ
A
e Z¯
c
AωcdZ¯
d
B +
5k2
3
Z¯aAZ
B
a Z¯
b
BZ
D
b Z¯
c
DZ
A
c (3.36)
−2k2Z¯aAZ
B
a Z¯
b
DZ
D
b Z¯
c
BZ
A
c +
k2
3
Z¯aBZ
B
a Z¯
b
DZ
D
b Z¯
c
AZ
A
c ,
and the Chern-Simons term is
LCS =
1
2k
εµνλAµ∂νAλ −
1
4k
εµνλtr
(
Bµ∂νBλ +
2
3
BµBνBλ
)
, (3.37)
where the gauge fields Bµ
c
d ≡ −(Aµd
c+Aµ
c
d) and Aµ ≡ Aµ
a
a are defined by the following
equation:
A˜µ
c
d = Aµ
b
af
ca
bd (3.38)
= −(Aµd
c +Aµ
c
d) + (Aµ
a
a)δ
c
d.
The expression of the structure constants (3.34) has been used. We recognize that Aµ is
the U(1) part of the gauge potential, and Bµ
c
d the Sp(2N) part, since it can be written
as Bµ
c
d = A
ab
µ (tab)
c
d, where (tab)
c
d is in the defining representation of the Lie 2-algebra of
Sp(2N).
The Lie 2-algebra of the gauge group is generated by the FI (3.12). Formally, we can
think of the structure constants fabcd as ordinary matrix elements by defining (f
b
c)
a
d ≡
fabcd. In other words, f
b
c is the matrix, while (f
b
c)
a
d are its matrix elements. Then the
Fundamental Identity,
fabcdf
de
fg − f
ae
fdf
db
cg + f
eb
cdf
da
gf − f
ea
gdf
db
cf = 0, (3.39)
can be written as a commutator of two matrices:
[f bc, f
e
f ]
a
g = f
db
cf (f
e
d)
a
g − f
eb
cd(f
d
f )
a
g. (3.40)
It is in this sense the FI generates an ordinary Lie 2-algebra. Specifying fabcd amounts to
choosing a particular set of structure constants of the ordinary Lie 2-algebra. In this way,
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the Lie 2-algebra of the gauge group is completely determined through the FI. It turns out
that the 3-algebra structure constants fabcd given by Eq. (3.34) precisely generate the Lie
2-algebra of the Sp(2N)× U(1) gauge group through the FI.
Substituting the expression of the structure constants (3.34) into (3.13), the supersym-
metry transformation law now reads
δZAd = iǫ¯
ABψBd
δZ¯dA = iǫ¯ABψ
Bd
δψBd = γ
µDµZ
A
d ǫAB − kZ
C
a ω
abZAb ωdcZ¯
c
CǫAB − kZ
C
a ω
abZDb ωdcZ¯
c
BǫCD
−kZ¯aCZ
C
a Z
A
d ǫAB + kZ¯
a
CZ
A
a Z
C
d ǫAB − 2kZ¯
a
BZ
C
a Z
D
d ǫCD
δψBd = γµDµZ¯
d
Aǫ
AB − kZ¯aCωabZ¯
b
Aω
dcZCc ǫ
AB − kZ¯aCωabZ¯
b
Dω
dcZBc ǫ
CD
−kZ¯aCZ
C
a Z¯
d
Aǫ
AB + kZ¯aAZ
C
a Z¯
d
Cǫ
AB − 2kZ¯aCZ
B
a Z¯
d
Dǫ
CD
δAµ = −ikǫ¯ABγµψ
BaZAa + ikǫ¯
ABγµZ¯
a
AψBa
δBµ
c
d = ikǫ¯ABγµω
caZAa ωdbψ
Bb − ikǫ¯ABγµωdbZ¯
b
Aω
caψBa
+ikǫ¯ABγµZ
A
d ψ
Bc − ikǫ¯ABγµZ¯
c
AψBd. (3.41)
The Lagrangian (3.35) and the corresponding supersymmetry transformation law (3.41)
are in agreement with the N = 6, Sp(2M) × O(2) superconformal CSM theory derived
from ordinary Lie 2-algebra in Ref. [25].
4. Recasting N = 6, U(M)×U(N) Theory into Symplectic 3-Algebra Frame-
work
The N = 6, U(M) × U(N) theory was derived by BL in a 3-algebra framework [27] with
a hermitian metric. In this section, we will demonstrate that the N = 6, U(M) × U(N)
theory can be actually recast into our symplectic 3-algebraic framework. 1
To generate the direct group U(M) × U(N), we decompose the 3-algebra index I
into aα, where α = 1, 2, and a = 1, · · · ,MN stands for the bi-fundamental index of
U(M)× U(N).2 We then decompose the anti-symmetric metric ωIJ as
ωIJ =
(
0 −δab
δa
b 0
)
. (4.1)
The component formalism of the above equation reads
ωIJ = ωaα,bβ = −δabδ1αδ2β + δa
bδ2αδ1β . (4.2)
We then decompose the structure constants fIKLJ as
fIKLJ = faα,cγ,dδ,bβ = f
ac
dbδ2αδ1βδ2γδ1δ + f
∗ac
dbδ1αδ2βδ1γδ2δ
+f bcdaδ1αδ2βδ2γδ1δ + f
∗bc
daδ2αδ1βδ1γδ2δ, (4.3)
1This section is inspired by the referee’s comment.
2In section 3, the index a = 1 · · · 2N is an Sp(2N) index. We hope this does not cause any confusion.
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One still need to impose an additional constraint condition for closing the N = 6 superal-
gebra:
fabcd = −f
ba
cd. (4.4)
With these decompositions, the reality condition (2.9) becomes
f∗acdb = f
db
ac, (4.5)
and the FI (2.2) reads
fabcdf
de
gf + f
ba
fdf
de
gc − f
ae
gdf
db
cf − f
be
gdf
da
fc = 0. (4.6)
Using (4.5), it is not difficult to verify that the RHS of (4.3) satisfies the desired
symmetry properties. The above three equations (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) take exactly the
same forms as Eqs (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. They also take exactly the same
forms as that of BL [27]. In other words, they must belong to the hermitian 3-algebra.
With the decomposition (4.1), it is natural to decompose a 3-algebra valued field XI
as
XI =
(
X¯a
Xa
)
, (4.7)
where X¯a = X∗a is the complex conjugate of Xa. Later we will see, with the decomposition
(4.7), the complex conjugate X∗I transforms in the same way as ω
IJXJ (see Eq. (4.9)). We
then decompose the parameter ΛKL in the global transformation (2.4) as
ΛKL =
1
2
(
−Λcd 0
0 Λdc
)
. (4.8)
Here we require that Λcd is anti-hermitian, i.e., Λ
∗c
d = −Λ
d
c, guaranteeing the anti-
hermitian condition Λ∗KL = −Λ
L
K . With the decompositions (4.1), (4.3) and (4.8), the
global transformation (2.4) becomes(
δΛ˜X¯
a
δΛ˜Xa
)
=
(
Λcdf
ad
cb 0
0 −Λdcf
bd
ca
)(
X¯b
Xb
)
=
(
Λ˜ab 0
0 −Λ˜ba
)(
X¯b
Xb
)
= −Λ˜IJXI , (4.9)
and Eq. (2.5) is satisfied. Note that the reality conditions Λ∗cd = −Λ
d
c and (4.5) imply
that Λ˜∗ab = −Λ˜
b
a. So from ordinary Lie group point of view, the matrices −Λ˜
I
J are in the
R⊕R∗ representation. To construct an N = 6 theory, we need only to focus on the global
transformation
δΛ˜Xa = −Λ˜
b
aXb. (4.10)
One can easily obtain its complex conjugate. To gauge the above symmetry, we introduce
the following gauge field
A˜µ
a
d = Aµ
c
bf
ab
cd. (4.11)
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Here we require that the 3-algebra tensor Aµ
c
b satisfies the reality condition Aµ
∗c
b = −Aµ
b
c.
Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) suggest us to define the scalar and fermion fields as follows
ZAc and ψAc, (4.12)
where A is an SU(4) R-symmetry index. Their complex conjugates are denoted as Z∗Ac =
Z¯cA and ψ
∗
Ac = ψ
Ac. Note that all the fields also take exactly the same forms as those in
section 3.1, though here the index a runs from 1 to MN , and the fields do not carry the
U(1) gauge group index +.
So, if we also follow BL’s strategy to construct an N = 6 theory, the supersymmetry
transformations must take exactly the same forms as (3.13), i.e.
δZAd = iǫ¯
ABψBd,
δψBd = γ
µDµZ
A
d ǫAB + f
ab
cdZ
C
a Z
A
b Z¯
c
CǫAB + f
ab
cdZ
C
a Z
D
b Z¯
c
BǫCD,
δA˜µ
c
d = −iǫ¯ABγµZ
A
a ψ
Bbf cabd + iǫ¯
ABγµZ¯
a
AψBbf
cb
ad, (4.13)
and their complex conjugates. And the equations of motion, required by the on-shell closure
of the superalgebra, must also take exactly the same forms as those in section 3.1. Hence
the Lagrangian of this section must also take the exact form as (3.26). Eqs (3.13) and
(3.26) take exactly the same forms as BL’s general N = 6 supersymmetry transformations
and the Lagrangian [27], respectively. To derive the U(M)× U(N) theory, one just needs
to adopt the specified 3-bracket
[X,Y ; Z¯] = k(XZ†Y − Y Z†X) (4.14)
from Ref. [27], and write the hermitian bilinear form as
X¯aYa = X
∗
aYa = (X
nˆ
m)
∗Y nˆm = (X
†)mnˆ Y
nˆ
m = tr(X
†Y ). (4.15)
Here X nˆm is an m × nˆ matrix, where m = 1, · · · ,M is a fundamental index of U(M) and
nˆ = 1, · · · , N is an anti-fundamental index of U(N), and X† is the hermitian conjugate of
them×nˆmatrixX. Substituting (4.14) and (4.15) into (3.26) reproduces the U(M)×U(N)
theory [27].
In this way, one can ‘convert’ Bagger and Lambert’s framework into our symplectic
3-algebraic framework, by introducing the antisymmetric metric (4.2) and the ‘map’ (4.3).
Finally, we would like to add one comment on the constraint condition fabcd = −f
ba
cd
(see (3.8) or (3.9), and (4.4)). This condition can be understood as
f(IJK)L = 0. (4.16)
Since fIJKL = fIKJL (see Eq. (2.10)) and Eq. (2.5) implies that fIJKL = fLJKI , the
above equation is equivalent to f(IJKL) = 0. Specifically, in the Sp(2N) × U(1) case, it
becomes
fa−,b−,c+,d+ + fb−,a−,c+,d+ + fc+,a−,b−,d+ = 0. (4.17)
However, since fc+,a−,b−,d+ = 0 (see Eq. (3.32) and the explanation below (3.32)), we
obtain
fa−,b−,c+,d+ + fb−,a−,c+,d+ = 0, (4.18)
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which is nothing but (3.8). In the U(M)×U(N) case, with the ‘map’ (4.3) and the reality
condition (4.5), Eq. (4.16) becomes (4.4). The ordinary Lie algebra counterpart of (4.16),
first discovered in Ref. [23], is the key requirement for enhancing the N = 1 supersymmetry
to N = 4.
5. Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper, we first introduce the notion of symplectic 3-algebras. We then give a
formulation of N = 6 superconformal Chern-Simons-matter (CSM) theory with SU(4) R-
symmetry based on the symplectic 3-algebras. By specifying the 3-brackets, we derive the
N = 6, Sp(2N) × U(1) superconformal CSM theory in our framework. We also recast the
N = 6, U(M) × U(N) into the symplectic 3-algebraic framework.
The N = 6 superconformal CSM theories in three dimensions have been completely
classified in Ref. [28] by using group theory. The N = 6 CSM theories can also be classified
by super Lie algebras [23, 25, 29]. Essentially, only two types are allowed: with gauge group
Sp(2N)×U(1) and U(M)×U(N), respectively. Therefore our approach provides a unified
3-algebra framework to describe all known N = 6 superconformal theories. Though our
approach to the N = 6 theories is essentially equivalent to that of BL [27], our formulation
is slightly different from the latter, in that ours is more suited to the case with gauge group
Sp(2N) × U(1).
The question of reformulating the known CMS models in a 3-algebra approach is not
merely of mathemtical interests. More important is whether or not the M2-branes physics
would become more transparent if looked through a new mathematical framework such as
3-algebras.
It would be also nice to find the gravity dual of the N = 6, Sp(2N)×U(1) CSM theory,
and to investigate the integrability from both the gauge theory side and string/M theory
side [30]. It would be interesting to generalize the symplectic 3-algebra model so that its
gauge group has more general product structure, like those in quiver gauge theories.
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A. Conventions and Useful Identities
In 1+2 dimensions, the gamma matrices are defined as {γµ, γν} = 2ηµν . For the metric we
use the (−,+,+) convention. The gamma matrices can be defined as the Pauli matrices:
γµ = (iσ2, σ1, σ3), satisfying the important identity
γµγν = ηµν + εµνλγ
λ. (A.1)
We also define εµνλ = −εµνλ. So εµνλε
ρνλ = −2δµ
ρ.
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The following identities are adopted from Ref. [27]. In 1 + 2 dimensions the Fierz
transformation is
(λ¯χ)ψ = −
1
2
(λ¯ψ)χ−
1
2
(λ¯γνψ)γ
νχ. (A.2)
Some useful SU(4) identities are
1
2
ǫ¯CD1 γνǫ2CD δ
A
B = ǫ¯
AC
1 γνǫ2BC − ǫ¯
AC
2 γνǫ1BC
2ǫ¯AC1 ǫ2BD − 2ǫ¯
AC
2 ǫ1BD = ǫ¯
CE
1 ǫ2DEδ
A
B − ǫ¯
CE
2 ǫ1DEδ
A
B
− ǫ¯AE1 ǫ2DEδ
C
B + ǫ¯
AE
2 ǫ1DEδ
C
B
+ ǫ¯AE1 ǫ2BEδ
C
D − ǫ¯
AE
2 ǫ1BEδ
C
D (A.3)
− ǫ¯CE1 ǫ2BEδ
A
D + ǫ¯
CE
2 ǫ1BEδ
A
D
1
2
εABCD ǫ¯
EF
1 γµǫ2EF = ǫ¯1ABγµǫ2CD − ǫ¯2ABγµǫ1CD
+ ǫ¯1ADγµǫ2BC − ǫ¯2ADγµǫ1BC (A.4)
− ǫ¯1BDγµǫ2AC + ǫ¯2BDγµǫ1AC .
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